The base system in this paper uses Hidden Markov Models (HMMs) to model dynamic relationships among facial features in facial behavior interpretation and understanding field. The input of HMMs is a new set of derived features from geometrical distances obtained from detected and automatically tracked facial points. Numerical data representation which is in the form of multi-time series is transformed to a symbolic representation in order to reduce dimensionality, extract the most pertinent information and give a meaningful representation to humans. The main problem of the use of HMMs is that the training is generally trapped in local minima, so we used the Differential Evolution (DE) algorithm to offer more diversity and so limit as much as possible the occurrence of stagnation. For this reason, this paper proposes to enhance HMM learning abilities by the use of DE as an optimization tool, instead of the classical Baum and Welch algorithm. Obtained results are compared against the traditional learning approach and significant improvements have been obtained.
Introduction
Analyzing the dynamics of facial features and (or) the changes in the appearance of facial features (eyes, eyebrows and mouth) is a very important step in facial expression understanding and interpretation. Many researchers attempt to study the dynamic facial behavior. Timing, duration, speed and occurrence order of face/body actions are crucial parameters related to dynamic behavior (Ekman, & Rosenberg, 2005) . Several efforts have been recently reported on automatic analysis of facial expression data (Zeng & al, 2009; Sandbach & al, 2012; Gunes & al, 2011) . We note from all cited methods that most recent methods employ probabilistic (Hidden Markov Models, Dynamic Bayesian Network), statistical (Support Vector Machine), and ensemble learning techniques (Gentle--Boost), which seem to be particularly suitable for automatic facial expression recognition from face image sequences. Because we want to explicitly study the dynamic behavior, both the HMM (Koelstra & al, 2010; Cohen & al, 2003) and DBN (Tong & al, 2007; Tong & al, 2010) can be used.
The presented work in this paper is a part of a project which aims to construct "An Optimal Emotional System", optimal in terms of speed, precise, full, and its performances reaching the 100%. The aim of this part is to reach the 100% of the facial expressions recognition rate. This paper is an extended version of the work described in (Ghanem (1) , 2013), where the authors propose to explicitly analyze facial motion in terms of the order of occurrence of facial features by modeling semantic dependencies among facial features. For example, Joy expression configuration is as follows: Eyes are slightly closed and mouth is opened, its corners are pulled backward to ears. The fact is that it is not known in which order these facial deformations occur when displaying this expression. This is why we aim to discover temporal rules to give a new temporal description of each facial expression.
The evaluated method was Hidden Markov Models (HMM) and four facial expressions which are Joy, Disgust, Anger and Sadness were studied.
In the proposed approach, characteristic facial points were localized on the first frame, then, they were automatically tracked for the rest of the sequence. Five facial distances were calculated for each frame from each video leading to a multivariate facial time series. These time series were cleaned from noise, segmented and annotated to get sequence observations. These sequences were used as input to the HMM to allow it to learn the best structure of each facial expression studied.
The main contributions of this paper are summarized as follows: − As HMM learning is generally trapped in a local optimal solution, we evaluate the use of the Differential Evolution (DE) optimization algorithm, in order to get a global optimal solution in the learning step of HMMs, instead of the classical Baum and Welch algorithm. − To improve DE performances, we evaluate three (03) DE variants-based mutation criterion.
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. We present a brief review of related work in the next section. Section 3 discusses the use of HMM in modeling occurrence order of facial dynamics. In Section 4, we investigate the proposed DE-based training of the HMM, we also evaluate different Schemes of DE. Experimental results and discussions are presented in Section 5. Finally, Section 6 concludes the paper. To optimize local classifiers parameters, a very few researchers were interested in using metaheuristics. The authors in (Ye & al, 2008) propose a best-step operator (to refine the prey behavior) with the artificial fish-swarm algorithm (AFSA) for RBF neural network training. They applied the proposed algorithm to solve the problem of expression recognition. Their reported results demonstrate that the BAFSA has better global astringency and stability. That research indicates that the new algorithm has some advantages in terms of convergence performance and recognition rate, compared with BP and RBF neural network training. In (Mpiperis & al, 2008) anatomical correspondence between faces is first established using a generic 3D face model which is deformed elastically to match the facial surfaces. Surface points are then used as a basis for classification according to a set of classification rules, which are discovered by the ant colony algorithm and particle swarm optimization ACO/PSO-based rule discovery algorithm. The performance of that algorithm has been evaluated on the BU-3DFEDB facial expression database, where a total recognition rate of 92.3% has been achieved, but the expressions 'angry' and 'sad' are not completely discriminated.
Related Work
In (Ilbeygi & Shah-Hosseini, 2012 ), a Fuzzy Inference System (FIS) for emotion recognition from facial expressions is proposed. A genetic algorithm for parameter-tuning of the membership functions having big influence on the final precision of the fuzzy inference system is used. Experimental results report an average preci-sion rate of 93.96% for emotion recognition of six basic emotions from RaFD dataset.
To optimize feature selection for input classifiers, the authors in (Bhanu & al, 2004 ) propose a genetic programming-based technique, which learns to discover composite operators and features that evolve from combinations of primitive image processing operations. In the mentioned approach, the output of the learned composite operator is a feature vector that is used for facial expression recognition. In (Anisha & al, 2011 ), a lip-contour model was developed to represent the boundary of the lip, and the parameters of the model were adapted using an artificial bee colony (ABC) algorithm to match it with the boundary contour of the lip. An SVM classifier was then employed to classify the emotion of the subject from the parameter set of the subject's lip-contour. The experiment was performed on 50 subjects, and the average case accuracy in emotion classification was found to be 86%.
In (Amir & MdJan, 2012 ), a hybrid model which combines a special genetic algorithm called Queen Bee Algorithm (QBA) with a fuzzy rule-based system is used to make better performance and parameter optimization to improve the accuracy of facial expression recognition. Therefore, the QBA as a training technique sets the fuzzy membership functions under the adverse conditions.
The HMM for Modeling Occurrence Order of Facial Temporal Dynamics
A specific contribution in the field of facial expression analysis is to introduce the occurrence order of facial feature deformations in the description of each facial expression. The aim is to study this parameter by using Hidden Markov Models as a dynamic descriptor tool as well as a classifier. The main three steps of a classification process are as follows:
Facial Features Extraction
Image sequences from different facial expression databases were used. Eighteen facial points for each participant's video were manually pointed, and then automatically tracked for the rest of the sequence. Lucas-Kanade algorithm (Lucas & Kanade, 1981) was used to track the points as illustrated in Figure 1 . The main limitation inherent in this tracker is that the tracking becomes less precise as the number of sequence frames increases, because of the accumulation of tracking errors over time. As we are only interested in the first frames, where a facial distance transits from the neutral state to the onset one, the errors were negligible. After tracking, each frame of the video data is represented as a vector of the 18 facial points' 2D coordinates.
For each frame, geometric features D1 − D5 ( Figure 1 ) are calculated on the basis of the positions of facial points. Therefore, each frame of the captured video was represented as a 5-dimensional vector, so each video segment containing n frames is represented as a 5Xn-dimensional vector. This leads to multivariate (5) time series.
Eye blinking is a natural reaction; it occurs each 300 to 400 milliseconds. Generally, the eyelid automatically closes 10 to 30 times per minute. The adjusted seasonality for time series associated to eyelids movement reflects real eyelids movement without blinking. The Moving Averages (Makridakis & al, 1998) , one of the first mathematical methods developed for seasonal factor estimates, is used to adjust seasonality of D1 time series.
Another problem with the obtained time series concerns mouth time series which can be disturbed by speaking. Blinking and speaking are usually manipulators and can disturb time series values. The solution to this problem is not discussed in this paper. However, to test the proposed method we have chosen to remove manually the speech sections from the studied sequences.
Interesting information is not directly accessible from the raw data. So, a common prerequisite task is changing data representation, for both information extraction and dimensionality reduction.
Data Representation
What characterizes a temporal nature is the existence of an order (temporal) in the data. This criterion would greatly benefit our analysis of facial expression dynamics. Indeed, in order to have a meaningful representation, we proposed to build symbolic representations of time series by incorporating "the occurrence order parameter". The new constructed information elements which are in a higher level are more comprehensible for humans. To detect transition points, a very simple algorithm based on a mobile means was used . A label determining whether the time series increases or decreases is assigned to each time series and the rank of these points is saved.
After segmentation, all time series associated with each video are sorted to detect the order of the changed time series, according to the saved ranks. It leads to a set of 2X5 features to describe each video. (2=the label assigned to each time series and its rank, 5=facial distance time series). Then, the annotation process takes place; each time series (distance) has two discrete states which represent the "decrease/increase" states of the distance. If distances from D1 to D5 decrease, the values 1,2,3,4,5 are associated to each distance consecutively, and, if the distances from D1 to D5 increase, the values 6,7,8,9,10 are associated to each distance consecutively. The number of observations is 10 (1..5:D1..D5 decrease; 6..10:D1..D5 increase) . These new features represent all possible observations which can be emitted from each HMM state.
Classification Using HMM
In order to classify a studied facial expression, we choose to explore the HMM classifier.
Formal Definition of an HMM
Formally, an HMM is characterized by the following: The compact notation:  =(A,B,) is used to indicate the complete parameter set of the model.
HMM Structure
A Hidden Markov Model HMM is a stochastic process for sequential data. Its performance depends heavily on the availability of an adequate amount of representative training data to estimate its parameters, and in some cases its topology.
In our work, we are interested in video sequences which begin by a neutral state. From each state the possible observations correspond to any of the 5 changed distances (which can increase or decrease). As we only consider the beginning of each facial expression and not the entire expression, we aim at investigating the order of changed facial distances when the state changes from neutral state to the onset one. We have chosen to study the three first changed distances for each facial expression. These distances form the basis for three possible states of the hidden variables.
On the other hand, with spontaneous smile, AU12 (lip corner puller) is usually first activated to express a slight emotion; then, with the increasing of emotion intensity, AU6 (cheek raiser) is activated in an average of 0.4 second after the activation of AU12 (Schmidt, Cohn, 2001 ). This means that if the expression intensity is low, the number of activated units is less than when the intensity is high (HMMs are well suited when the used examples are of different length). Consequently, the type of our constructed HMM must have a Left-to-Right topology; the three states are sequentially connected such that the model is only allowed to stay in its current state or change to the next state.
The parameters used in the proposed HMM can be summarized as follows: The number of states is 3 (N=3, consequently the dimensions of A are A(3,3)) (neutral, first changed distance, second changed distance), the number of observations is 10(M=10, consequently, the dimensions of Bare B(3,10)), (1..5:D1..D5 decrease; 6..10:D1..D5 increase), and the initial state probabilities are set to 1 for the neutral state and 0 for the others. Besides, initial transition probabilities are generated randomly.
To study the four facial expressions which are Joy, Sadness, Anger and Disgust, we associate one HMM to each facial expression.
HMM profiles are usually trained with a set of sequences that are known to belong to a single category. Consequently, this set of sequences is often redundant in the sense that many sequences would have the same values taken by the different features describing the category in question. Due to the variability among individuals, many facial expressions (e.g. Disgust or Anger) can be displayed in different ways. So, many sets of sequences can be associated to each category.
In order to reduce the run-time of HMM training, while providing accurate discovery and discrimination of different category behaviors, an unsupervised clustering process was performed (Ghanem (2) , 2013). To preserve training data from any information loss, we have associated a weight factor to each cluster. This weight factor is the frequency of observing instances with similar behavior (characteristics).
In many studies, clusters with small weight are considered as noisy instances, so they are removed. In this work, each cluster describes a specific behavior associated to the considered category, it cannot be considered as noisy sequences. In this case, only a human expert can remove these clusters to improve classification accuracy.
When clustering sequences, both Euclidean distance and Dynamic Time warping (DTW) were used. Euclidean distance has been used because it is not time consuming. However, it cannot be used when produced sequences are not of the same length. In this case, we used DTW because it offers better accuracy than Euclidean distance in such situation, since it produces meaningful clusters. As a result, each cluster of each category represents a specific configuration (description) of the studied category (facial expression) leading to a set of different descriptions which can be formulated in the form of temporal rules to describe each facial expression.
Finally, we can deduce the following HMM parameters: N=3 states, M=10 observations, "A" dimensions are A(3,3), "B" dimensions are B(3,10) and  dimensions are (3,1).
Classification
After the representation process, each video is represented by a simple sequence of three values instead of 5D time series. As instance "8 51" is a new constructed sequence which represents Joy expression. According to this configuration, three distances have changed, they are ordered from the first changed distance to the third one. The first changed distance is D3 and it increases (8), the second changed distance is D5 and it decreases (5) and the third changed distance is D1 and it decreases (1). All these new sequences are presented to each HMM as inputs to classify.
In the classification step, given a test sequence O and multiple HMM structures  i, (in our case we have 4 structures, one for each class of facial expressions, namely Joy, Disgust, Sadness and Anger), and in order to score how well a given model matches a given observation sequence, we compute the probability of the observation sequence given at each time, one of the four structures, P(O/  i). The test sequence O is assigned to the HMM which have the maximum likelihood.
HMM Learning With Differential Evolution (DE)
In order to improve HMM classification rates, we explore in this paper the use of an optimization method to train HMMs instead of the classical Baum and Welch algorithm.
Problem Formulation
Training HMMs is a crucial problem for most applications using them since it is supposed to allow optimal adaptation of the model parameters to the observed training data, in order to create best models for real phenomena. The fact is that in literature there is no optimal way of estimating the model parameters. An iterative procedure called Baum and Welch method (or, equivalently, Expectation Maximization (EM)) is widely used to estimate HMM parameters, but learning is generally trapped in local optimal solutions. Instead of using the Baum and Welch approach that suffers from stagnation, we use in this paper a DE approach to train the system for setting the A, B and  parameters.
Representation of Solution
In this type of algorithms, a solution is represented by an "Individual", and the population is the whole set of individuals. To choose the better individual between two individuals, an objective function, called fitness, is computed.
Each individual represents an instance of the HMM parameters which are A: the transition matrix and B the observation matrix. The initial matrix  is not optimized here because we suppose that each expression starts from the neutral state, so the initial probabilities are always (1,0,0). A constraint which is the sum of each row of each vector is equal to "1" and is associated to both vectors A and B,
Differential Evolution
Differential Evolution is an evolutionary algorithm introduced by Price and Storn (Storn, Price, 1997), it is designed for global optimization problems over continuous domains. It follows the general procedure of an evolutionary algorithm: an initial population of individuals is created by random selection and evaluated; then the algorithm enters a loop of generating offspring, evaluating offspring, and selecting solutions to create the next generation, till a stop condition is met. Generating offspring consists of two operations: differential mutation and differential crossover.
The mutation operation creates a new individual v i called the mutant by adding the weighted difference between two individuals (vectors) chosen randomly from the population to a third one, also chosen randomly, as shown in equation (1) below. In the equation, i, i 1 , i 2 and i 3 ∈ {1, . . . , NP} are mutually different indices, NP is the size of the population, and F is a real positive scaling factor of the difference
The crossover operator implements a discrete recombination of the mutant, v i , and the parent vector, x i , to produce the offspring u i . This operator is formulated as shown in equation ( 
After applying differential crossover, the obtained individual, called trial vector, is compared to the parent individual, also called target vector. A greedy selection takes place at this point, i.e. the fittest of them will become the target vector.
In the case of our work, the mutation and crossover operators are applied on matrices instead of vectors, but the principle of each remains the same. Indeed, the mutant individual is defined as:
In equation (3), A 1 , A 2 , A 3 are randomly chosen individuals representing potential state transition probability distribution matrices, and B 1 , B 2 , B 3 are randomly chosen observation symbol probability distribution matrices which represent candidate solutions.
The trial individual is obtained after the application of a crossover operator on the mutant individual and the parent (target) individual, it is defined as:
Trial individual = {A trial, B trial} where:
Finally the selection operator is defined as the individual which has the best fitness when comparing between target and trial individuals.
In our work, the objective function (fitness) represents the maximum likelihood and is defined as:
O is an observed sequence, and  represents all numeric parameters defining a considered HMM ( = (A,B,) ).
The Proposed Hybrid EM-DE Algorithm
In this work, we propose a new sequential hybrid EM-DE learning algorithm where DE initial individuals are locally optimized with the classical EM Algorithm. This hybrid can be formulated as in Algorithm 1 below.
In Algorithm 1, target is the current individual of the population to be evolved and the trial individual is that generated after mutation and crossover operations to be a candidate substitute of the target one using a greedy selection.
When speaking about the algorithm complexity, we have to note that the complexity of DE is linear, when associated to Baum & Welch algorithm, we get the same complexity of BW, it means O(2m 2 n)where m is the number of states and n is the number of observations. 
Different Variants of DE
In this work we evaluate other variants of DE. Each scheme concerns the mutation operator. The different evaluated schemes are:
a-DE/best/1: The perturbed parent is the current best member added with a weighted difference vector:
b-DE/current-to-best/1: The perturbed parent is the target member added with a weighted difference vector:
c-DE/self-mutation: The perturbed parent is a random member added with a weighted difference vector, but with only two parents where the mutant individual participates in the difference vector:
Experimental Results and Discussion
In order to evaluate performances of the proposed method, we conducted a series of experiments following different scenarios on three universal Datasets.
Facial Expression Datasets
To validate our approach, we conducted our experiments using the The Semaine spontaneous dataset contains displays of spontaneous expressions recorded in a natural environment. For our experiments, we have used 80 image sequences. The sequences come from 10 subjects. After removing the speech sections from each image sequence, we extract at least three sub-sequences from each image sequence leading to more than 240 image sequences. Most of these sequences display joy expression (smile displaying).
Our Experiments
We conducted our experiments in two steps. In the first step we aimed at evaluating the real performance of the proposed approach before optimization using different scenarios. First, we split posed studied datasets into three parts, two parts were used as training sets and the last one as a test set. In the second experiment, and in order to test the ability of generalizing to novel conditions, we used one dataset in training and another in the test (cross datasets). In order to collect a set of examples that is as sparse as possible, which spans the problem space completely, we implemented a last experiment where we used two thirds of two datasets in the training step and one third of the two datasets in the test step.
All our experiments are Subject-Independent.
The obtained results are presented in Table 1 below.
Many important conclusions were drawn from Table 1 and are discussed in detail in . The most important one is that HMM are well suited in situations where it is important to model occurrence order of facial features deformations, and many description rules can be extracted from Transition and Observation (A, B) Matrices learned by EM algorithm. We have shown that it is possible to describe the dynamic of a produced facial expression using one, two or three temporal rules. Also, it has been shown that only 'first order' (one rule) is not sufficient to recognize expressions because many facial expressions can start in the same way when speaking about the order of facial features deformations. This is why the second and third orders (when present) are considered to recognize facial expressions. This is exactly what was concluded in (Ghanem, Caplier, 2011).
In the second step, we aimed at evaluating the performance of the proposed approach after the optimization using different DE schemes. In order to fix DE parameters (F, CR, NP), we have studied the influence of these parameters on the classification rates. We have found that the value of CR has no significant influence on the process in the contrast to F, where we noted that the variation of this parameter has significant influence on the results. As a result, we have found that the best values for these parameters are NP=20, F=0.4, CR=0.6 and the number of iterations It=1000. The obtained results are given as the mean of 30 runs for each scheme and are summarized in Tables 2 and 3 .
It is possible to draw many conclusions from Ta when compared to EM and the other variants of DE. The scheme DE/Self is the algorithm which gives the best model structure, i. e. the highest rates for all studied expressions.
For all DE schemes, in addition to the Basic HMM (EM), Disgust is the most difficult expression to recognize, it has the lowest rates. This can be explained by the fact that there are several configurations of displaying this facial expression which leads to a confusion with other facial expressions (e.g Anger or Sadness).
In the last experiment, in the second step, we tested the Semaine database. As seen in Fig , is not really possible. The fact is that the lack of a standardized training and testing database do not allow us to compare any proposed method with others (in term of our results being higher or lower than others). Besides rules and protocols on how to use images or videos in training and testing, a certified benchmark that contains images and video sequences (at different resolutions) of people displaying expressions under different conditions (lighting, occlusions, head rotations, etc) is required. Moreover, each method in the literature has its own constraints, it proposes a full automatic system or a semi automatic system, also it can study three, four, five, six or seven classes. Indeed, when training on a higher number of classes, obtained accuracy rates in testing step, are reduced.
However, our goal in this work is to prove the effectiveness of optimization methods to improve classification process. According to this context, and when considering obtained results before and after optimization, we can see that obtained results after optimization are very interesting. 
Conclusion and Future Work
In this paper, a new HMM approach based on differential evolution for facial expression recognition has been proposed. It consists of improving the performance of basic HMM through applying the DE algorithm for its training. The proposed approach has been validated by using it for two datasets, namely: For the MMI database, more superiority of the DE/Self was observed; it gave a success rate of 91,40% compared to the Baum and Welch algorithm with a rate of 88%.
As our future work, we plan to train and test the model on spontaneous datasets to deduce new temporal rules, in order to distinguish between posed and spontaneous expressions. Also, a comparison between the DE and other metaheuristics for HMM training would be a good path of research.
